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TRQDUCTIO~
Autcassociate and hetero-suisociate memory have received major attention as important ap-
plications for neural net work or “connectionist” computing *-6. The potential importance of this
application haa attracted numerous investigations into optical hardware implementations7 -13. An
important consideration for the implementation of associative memory is the storage capacity of
the network. For a Hopfield net, the memory capacity for uncorrelated patterns is approximately
.25.W/log(A’), where N is the number of neurons. In general, the capacity for information storage
16 For fully connected networks the number of synapsesis proportional to the number of synapses .
scales as A’m+l , where N is the number of neurons and m is the order of the network. Higher
order networks have a much greater storage capacity than a Hopfield net for an equivalent number
of neurons. Simply increasing the number of neurons will not always increase the storage capacity.
This will be shown by the simulation results of this paper. Since in most applications, the patterns
are coherent with some correlation, the storage capacity is signMcantly worse than for uncorrelated
patterns. The performimce of u associate memory network depends significantly on the repre-
sentation of the data. For example, it ha already been recognized that bipolar representation of
neurons with -1 and +1 states out. perform neurons with on and oflstates of + 1 and Orespectively.
This paper will show that a simple modification of the pattern vector to have zero bias will pro~ide
even more significsmt increase for the performance of an associative memory network.
The higher order algorithm of Lee et al.16 is used for the numerical simulation studies of
this paper. To the lowest order this algorithm reduces tc the Hopfield model for auto-associative
memory and the bidirectional associative memory (BAM) of Koskoe for hetercassociative memory
model respectively,
For auto-associative memory, the iterative dynamical equation is:
whf’re
W[x] = +1 for z~O
W[z] = -1 for 2<0
The iterative dynamical equations for hetercamociative memory are:
u,:+1 = 1!’[ ~ Tt,,12.,,il,jl,J2,,, jmS~, SJ...S~(~JL~~m]~m]
il...il,j~ ,ijm
where ‘11,.., JI,,,, IS the memory tensor construct~d from the annumpticr of Hcbbia.n Ictirtlil]g, l’or
auto-associative memory the mcmcry tensor is:
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For hetero associative memory the memory tensor is:
The summation over p is the sum over all patterns. The most efficient implementation of ~he itera-
tive dynamical equations depends on the nature of the application. For a learning situation where
the system is required to extract features and to generalize, the number of patterns is sufficiently
large such that the storage requirement for all the patterns exceeds the storage requirement for
the tensor elements. For associative memory applications, on the other hand, to avoid degradation
of classification accuracu, the number of patterns stored on the neural network is limited and the
storage requirements for all the individual patterns is leas than the storage requirement for the
memory tensor. In this inctance, it is more efficient to implement the iterative dynamic equation
in the form oi dot products. For hetero associative memory, the dynatdcal equations are:
For auto. associative memory, the dynamical equations reduce to:
For the applications of pattern recognition or retrieval, the bipolar representation of pattcrrls
usually lead to a hi=. As wilf be shown in this paper, this lead to degraded performance of the
netwcrk. To remove the bias, the bipolar representation will be transformed into m alpha. beta
representation where
Np~- N~a = O
NmQ2 + Np@ = N
N~ and NP are the number of neurono for pattern ~p in tlw -1 and +1 states respective!.v, TIIII
second equation insures that all pattern vectors are of the sanw mngnitudc. The new dy~lan~ica.1
equation~ axe:
$:+’ = W[~{f,(~’ .~n)~-l@’ !Q=)m]
P
The - Indicates the transformed state. The transformed state repi~ce the .1 and + 1 with -alph~
and beta respectively, Each pattern hu ite own corresponding value of n!pha and beta, and thv
alpha and beta values for J amd f! are re. computml for each iteration.
~IoN RfaL!us
Them modifiml algorithms ha’?ebeen Impl@menteclon thr SUJ1worhstntion with FIvrry fril’l~tll)
umr intcrfilcc. Figure(l ) h a earnplc display of thr window intmfrncc, Il,v using the mousr a us[~rriitl
C11OOLWthe eimu]ation model, the simulation re~olution (8x8, 16x16, or 32x32 pixd~) a~~dtile otdcr
2
of the simulation. Other features arc included for printing, storing, retrieving and deleting patterns
to make the use of the interface easier and more intuitive. The particular Sa.rnp]e is running the
algorithm in the aut-associative memory mode. Using the mouse, the pattern &splayed on the
upper right corner can be arbitrarily modified turning pixels on and off. Patterns constructed
in this way can be dded to the network memory which is displayed on the left. Each of these
stored patterns cm be recalled, modfied and either restored to storage or used ~ an input pattern
(perhaps with the addition of “noise” pixels or warped in shape) for the neural net. The pattern
on the lower grid is the input interface to the network. For the example shown, each pattern vector
IIW 256 pixels or input neurons (16 x 16). The bipolar representation is active, the letter “Q” was
retrieved from storage and placed on the lGwer grid, The dot product formulation was used with
dot product raiaed to the eighth power, The output for each iteration is also displayed on the lower
left grid pattern. For the particulsu example, the iteration has converged to the alphabet “O” in
memory. A tinth order neural network is required to retrieve the letter “Q” without error.
Simulation studies have been conducted with the system described above using three different
set of patterns. These three sets ue shown in Figure(2). The first two sets of letters have 16x1 C
resolution or 256 input neurons. The third set has a resolution of 8x8 or 64 neurons, The third
pattern set is constructed from the second pattern set where four pixels are mapped onto one pixel.
Pixels in the third set are turned on if any one of the four pixels on the corresponding mapping are
on. The simulation recults are shown in table (I). OrJy one set is in the neural network memory
at a given time. For each set, the order of the network is determined for the perfect retrieval of
each patterns with corresponding uncori upted pattern as input. Performance can be compared for
each pattern set in memory and for the two different representations.
The first smd fourth column compared the performance of the alpha-beta representation versus
the bipolar representation for the perfect retrieval of the fkt pattern net. Very high order is
required for the bipolm repreacntation, order of 7-15, as compared to order of 2-5 for the alpha-beta
representation. The simulation clearly ohowed the problem of bi~ for the bipolar represent at ion.
At network order lower than that given in column one, the network converges to a very strong
attractor which turns every pixel off or to .1.
Comparison between the !irst and second column shows large improvement for the bipolar
representation, consistent with the second pattern set being much lens biased, The corresponding
comparison in the alpha-beta representation is between columns four and five. The performance
degraded slightly for the second pattern set due to greater cverlap urmng the patterns.
The best performmce for the bipolar representation is for 64 neurons, This cr.mtrastB with tho
conventional wisdom that storage capacity increases with number of input neuron~, This rule of
thumb is only !fue for storage of unbiMed random patternst If the stored patterns requires only a
small number of neurons, the excess neuronm contribute noise and not increaned storage capncity,
ThirI points tow problem for using neural network to recognjze a small object in a large scene. TiIc
dgnai from the omall object will be dominated by the background ocrme. To overcome this prob]cnl
a network must have the ●bility to focu~ ●ttention on the smali object. That is iocai connections
on the network haa to be enhanced over g] ~bai connections.
The comparison for the alpha-beta representation for the three nets of pattern ehowu a bimil~r
level of performance. The best performance is achieved with the firtit set since the overlap among
theee patterno is the smalhmt. Recognition tyetem requiring high resolution will always be biased
for the bipolar representation. Th~ alpha-beta representation overcome~ thin problem. Ccmlparimn
between the two representations hm been made in the hctero-MocciativQ mode, Figuro (3) nhnwh
tile input patterns and the corresponding output patterns, Figure (4) illustrates that the nctwt)rk
ouccemful]y retrieved the association of “f’ with “F” for a noiny “f’ it]put. AR exprctwl tlIII
simulation results thowed Significant increaned perforrnanc~ with iower network order for tll(’ ulpli; i.
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beta versus the bipolar representation. The gain in performance is comparable to that acheived
for autmaamciati ve memory.
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